Opportunities for Philosophy Off-Campus

Colby College, Off-Campus Study

See OCS Handbook for Department-Specific Policies

The programs and universities below may be of particular interest to philosophy majors.

Not all programs are Colby approved. Some may require a petition or a language pre-requisite.

EXAMPLES OF UNIVERSITY-BASED PROGRAMS

Most universities abroad will have a philosophy department, some with strengths in particular areas.

England
University of Oxford
University of Bristol
King’s College London

Scotland
University of Edinburgh
University of St. Andrews

Ireland: University College Cork

EXAMPLES OF STUDY-CENTER AND THEME PROGRAMS

Some study-center based programs may also offer some philosophy courses.

Denmark: DIS European Humanities program (From Religious Mythos to Philosophical Logos; European Memory and Identity & other courses)

India: Buddhist Studies in India - Antioch University

Czech republic
CHP (Collegium Hieronymi Pragensis)
CIEE Prague - Central European Studies

CIEE programs in the Arts & Sciences
SIT programs in the Arts, Media and Social Change

Where possible, you should limit your selection to programs already on Colby's approved list.
This list is intended to get you started. More information on these programs/universities can be found on the OCS and/or program or university website.

Not all courses taken in these programs/universities will qualify for credit towards the philosophy major. Faculty approval is needed for each course.